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Abstract

During the last few decades use of web and database applications extend to a large extent. With the increase in use of the web based applications there was also increase in use of online database applications. When there is growth in one technology the associated problems also arises. Out of many problems and threats to the database applications one potential problem is of SQL injection. Many solutions were also proposed with passage of time. In this work I also proposed solution which is based on Request, receiver and analyzer model. The proposed solution is a novel approach to detect and block SQLIA in web applications. The proposed solution would also implement in a tool named RAT that would be less costly in term of resource usage and efficient in terms of time and applicability against different techniques of SQLIA.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

During the last few years most of organization preferred to have web based application to have access to global market place and availability and access for all the time from anywhere. Despite having many advantages there is also numerous risks associated with the web applications. Web applications have to face many input vulnerabilities including the SQL injection attacks (SQLIA). SQLIA have become more popular among intruders due to improvements in its techniques over the years. Over the last few years SQLIA improved in term of vulnerability and emerged as one the serious threats to the web based data driven applications. In fact the open Web Application Security Project has placed SQLIA in top ten vulnerabilities for a web based application [1]. The next figure shows the SQLIA ranking in top ten over the years.

Figure 1 : OWASP SQL injection ranking [2]
Similarly most of the software development companies stress the need to address the issue of SQL injection attacks. Due to attractive nature of database SQLIA attacks increasing day by day.

1.1 Background

Computer security also known as information security relates to preventing unauthorized use of data or data protection against unauthorized access. The information security is a broad concept and applied in contextual manner. In simplest form computer security is the detection and prevention of unauthorized use of computer. Prevention relates to preventing intruders for having access to any part of computer and detection relates to determining the whether someone attempt to breach the security and break into system being independent of attempt was successful or not and level of damage.

From very early days of computer and information the security of information is challenging task. It was proved to be very difficult to ensure that system do for what they intends to do. Now we are living in information age where most of the daily routine tasks are performed with the assistance of technology. One common misconception is relating to information security concerned with only limited to information processing with computers. This is not true. The information security definition describe that it concerned with all aspects of acquisition, processing, transmitting and storing of information whether it is through electronic means or on
paper. According to U.S. National information Security glossary information security is;

“the protection of information system against unauthorized access or to modification of information whether in storage, processing or transit and against the denial of services to authorized users or provision of services to unauthorized users, including those measures necessary to detect, document and counter such threats.” [3]

Now a day’s most of information stored and transmitted electronically the information security aspects of computers have gained much attention. Now we are connected more in term digital world with assistance of computers. Now there are far more chances of intrusions and malicious attacks of wide variety. Now it is more crucial for use to be in a reliable and safety is more concern for us as compared to past. According to U.S. National information Security glossary Computer Security is;

“Measure and controls that ensures confidentiality, integrity and availability of the information processed and stored by a computer” [3]

But we use computer and information security in a more general way.

1.2 WEB Applications

Due to rapid growth of Internet and Web technologies organizations across the world rely on this medium to gain competitive edge and to attract global market place. Web technologies proved to be efficient, flexible and economical as compared to any
other existing communication technology. Web technologies also efficient and flexible enough to improve inter departmental work across the world, worldwide exchange of information and services. We are living in information age where Internet is indispensable part of our life. From government offices to kid’s entertainment we rely in Internet and web technologies. Very important data stored and transmitted over the Internet. Web application is accessible by web through a network. There is trend in shifting from desktop to web based applications. Most of the application which were standalone has shifted to the web. Web based application differ from desktop application that they are accessible from anywhere through the web. Web applications are placed on a server and can be accessed from anywhere. [3]

A web application comprises of set of related web pages and program logic with associated database. User of that program can access the web application from anywhere. A web application is usually based on 3-tier model. 3- Tier application is the interface the second is the program logic and the third is the database. In web application the first tier is the browser on the client side, the second tier is the program logic reside on the server in the form of different scripts and program logic. The third tier is the database that accessed from a database server. A typical 3-tier application is shown in the next figure. Data moved across the tier through appropriate interfaces as shown in the next figure.
The browser acts as interface for the user for interaction with the application. The web application server manages the business logic and act as intermediary between user requests and database access. The web server receives the input from both other tiers in the form strings. This flow of data among different tiers gives raise problem of input validation. The web application or middle tier also has to check the input from other tier in order to validate the input otherwise there may be severe security threats for the application. Failure to validate or sanitize the input can create serious security loopholes for intruders to have illegal access to the important assets of organization.

As we mentioned above there is trend in web application and desktop based application are being replaced by web based application. There are many reasons behind this shifting. For most and important is accessibility from anywhere and at all time. One more important reason is the availability of heterogeneous types of access
devices in the form of mobile phones, PDA and laptop. In order to be compatible for providing access to these heterogeneous ranges of devices web platform is appropriate.

**Figure 3 : interactions among 3-tier application [3]**

![Diagram of 3-tier application interactions](image)

But the major force behind the web based application is accessibility all around the globe for all the time. It help the organization to attract the clients across the world and be exploits the global market place. In order to place the web application World Wide Web (WWW) infrastructure is used as shown in the next figure;

**Figure 4 : A typical World Wide Web infrastructure [3]**

![Diagram of World Wide Web infrastructure](image)
When there are numerous advantages of going for web based application there are also increase chances of vulnerabilities attacks of different types.

1.3 WEB Security

Over the last two decades there is tremendous growth of websites. From governments department to different types of organizations, agencies, banks and even Small to medium enterprises rely on web based applications for smooth running of their processes and transactions. Websites has become the important information release centers that manage large amount of data for sharing among billions of users over the Internet.

Figure 5: The most widespread vulnerabilities in web applications (% Vulns ALL) [4]
In order to ensure smooth running of the any organization that rely on web application the security of the web application is very critical. Though Internet and web technologies developed rapidly but due to complexity of network and varieties of vulnerabilities the appropriate level of security development does not took place. Wide varieties of threats still problem to development in this field. Though web security gained attention in last few years but a lot more have to done. Web security is mostly overlooked aspect in data security.

Figure 6: The probability to detect the most widespread vulnerabilities in web applications (% Sites ALL) [4]

According to Web Application Security consortium (WASC) out of 12186 web applications of different types 97554 contains vulnerabilities with different levels
of risks. According to WASC 49% of websites contains vulnerabilities of high risk levels. [4]

Figure 7: Percent of vulnerabilities out of total number of vulnerabilities (% Vulns BlackBox & WhiteBox) [4]

1.4 Input Validation vulnerabilities

SQL injections attacks are among the most input validation attacks. In SQL injections the intruders want to access those HTML documents and database information that are not intended for them. This is possible because of available of low level API’s with the help of low level string manipulations that are treated as isolated lexical entities. Especially in case of PHP where there is lack of sophisticated API and string is used for data and code representation. Some paths in applications code may exist that allow user unmodified or unchecked user input that can manipulate the database or HTML document in an unauthorized manner. Sometimes constraints are not strong enough that block illegal user inputs. In short SQL
injections are integrity violations in which low level low integrity data is used in a high integrity channel, where the browser or database run a code that is intended for untrusted user but do so with the orders of application logic. In order to highlight the growth of web and associated problems the next figure describes a clear story. From 2001 to onwards different types of vulnerabilities escalates to high level including the SQL injection attacks (SQLIA).

Figure 8 : Different class of vulnerabilities by percentage from 2001 to 2002 [3]

In the above figure these classes of vulnerabilities are shown that had are more relevant to web security. SQLIA is consistently near the top of all vulnerabilities. Because of the easy access to the web and importance of database web security analyst speculate that the actual SQLIA vulnerabilities are far more than the reported.
The next figure shows that this hypothesis is correct to a large extent. The data on the next figure shows the percentage of web attacks for the year 2008. [5]

**Figure 9 : Reported web attacks in 2008 [5]**

Though many others types of vulnerabilities still unreported but important to note here is that SQLIA are 30% in year 2008. SQLIA can be severe as they intend to access the database and result in important information. Leakage, by pass authentications or even can add unauthorized accounts to the database. According to the Web hacking incident database following ranges of data leakages against the number of incidents shown in next figure.

In order to ensure smooth running of the any organization that rely on web application the security of the web application is very critical. Though Internet and
web technologies developed rapidly but due to complexity of network and varieties of vulnerabilities the appropriate level of security development does not took place. Wide varieties of threats still problem to development in this field. Though web security gained attention in last few years but a lot more have to done. Web security is mostly overlooked aspect in data security.

Figure 10: No of incidents by no of record leakages [6]

![Bar Chart]

It is observed that about 1.5 million pages being get affected by the SQLIA. [6] On 25th April 2008 Washington post write that hundreds and thousands of web sites being get hacked and many of them were from USA. Hackers exploit the security flaws of Windows and succeeded to seed malicious code. According to Finnish; (Maker of F-Secure antivirus) about half a million of web pages hacked and serving malicious code. Most of attacks leaked one thousand records and even one
leaks more than 100000 records. This reveals the severity of the issue and the number of user being got affected.

1.5 Mostly targeted organizations

Mostly government and associated websites are the targets. According to the Web Hackers Incident Database government organizations are the primary targets with educations at number six. There may be some ideological reasons behind this. One major factor may be that public disclosure requirements of governments are much broader than the commercials organizations.

Figure 11: Mostly attacked organizations in 2008 [6]

On the commercial side the e-commerce websites, media and pure Internet services providers are the main targets.
1.6 SQLIA recent scenario

Among many other web vulnerabilities SQL injection attacks is among the top most vulnerabilities. The next stats from the OWASP show the web application vulnerabilities percentages of different classes.

From the above figure it is clear that SQLIA is one of the top three. This ranking may vary in different web security vulnerability ranking by different organization but at everywhere it is among the top ten and most of the time it is among the top five. Due to easy access to web and high rewards for attacks due to database access SQLIA is the proffered choice for the attackers. The next stats clearly show that SQLIA is also among the top when SQLIA opt to choose a technique for attack.
1.7 Motivation and significance of study

We are living in information age where information is most crucial and important for business existence and survival in competitive market place. Like other assets appropriate care also have to make for safety and security of information. Among many others SQL injections also proved to be one of major threats to the important assets of the today’s organizations where data and information are very crucial for the survival of the organizations. Recently it is observed that SQL injections attacks and vulnerabilities increased to a large extent and increased to 156% up to the year 2012 [5]. Moreover SQLIA are easy to exploits that’s the reasons they are used by predominantly used for different reasons. The most malicious use of SQLIA is in applications related to finance, confidential data, sabotage, and terrorism or simply for fun. Domain of application affected applications increasing days by day. With more and more types of application being get infected there is also improvements in sophistication of techniques employed for SQL injections and it is also becoming more and more common approach for many intruders.

With the increase in commonality, techniques and more application being affected there is need to develop a strategy and proper measure against such attacks. This is the reason why SQL injection detection and preventions is the agenda of modern research and focus of this study. In order to achieve this purpose many techniques have been developed and implemented but none of the solution is comprehensive enough to deal with the problem in an appropriate way. Most of the
proposed solution suffer with performance or require change in source code that is a big problem in itself. I feel that there is a need of a solution that dealt with the problem in an accurate way but at the same time cost effective in term of time and resource usage with minimum modification in source code.

1.6 What is SQL Injection

SQL Injection term was first coined in 1998 and its first usage was recorded in 2000 [6]. Since that time SQLIA has a prominent place among the most of the common and severe web security vulnerabilities [5]. It took place when syntax or semantics of legitimate query changed by a malicious user in order to have unauthorized access to the HTML document or database. This technique exploits the syntax and semantics of legitimate query with the help of SQL operators and keywords.

In a simple way we can define SQLIA as the change in intended logic, syntax or semantics of SQL query with the help of SQL operators of keyword. Or in another words SQL injection attack is a hacking technique in which input parameters of a web application used to add malicious code to access the resources that are not intended for them.
1.7 SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) Process

As discussed in the introduction section now a das most of the websites are data driven. Database in a web site is like a black box. Database driven websites use 3-tier architecture where it becomes a black box where requests are received in the form of HTTP and generates SQL statements in response to that requests. The requests may also contains the parameters that are exploited by the attackers to generate SQL query to have access to information they want but are not intended for it. Database in a data driven application with 3-tier architecture receives the query as input from application logic and database response by sending appropriate data. This data is sent back to the user page through the middle tier as shown in the figure.

Figure 13: How web applications works

The most vulnerable page for the SQL injection attack is perhaps the log in page. In order to show the how the attack works we take a simple example of log in page and php code snippet. Following is the simple php code snippet that uses a dynamic generated query.
Figure 14: simple php code snippet that generate dynamic query for a log in input

```php
// connect to a database
mysql_connect('servername',username,password);
// store user input in the variables collected from the user input login form
$username = $_POST['username'];
$password = $_POST['password'];
// dynamically build the query from the user input
$query = "SELECT * FROM tbl_users WHERE username = " . $username . " AND password = " . $password . ";
// execute a query
$result = mysql_query($query);
if($result)
    return true;
else
    return false;
```

In the next figure benign user input is shown and very next to it the dynamic query generated in response to that input is shown.

Figure 15: Benign user input on a typical log in form

![Login form with benign input](image)

The query generated by code in response to this input is as;

```
SELECT * FROM tbl_users WHERE username = 'Nousheen' AND password = 'Nousheen123';
```
Now in the next scenario we show the malicious user input on the same form and with same code that generate dynamic query in response to the previous code snippet.

Figure 16: Malicious user input on the log in form

The dynamic query generated in response to this is shown here:

```
SELECT * FROM tbl users WHERE username = 'Nousheen' OR '1'=1 -- AND password='whatever'
```

Malicious user very tactfully try to ignore the password by using the comments operator -- of sql result into everything would be ignored after the --. In order to validate the user name OR operator used because it result into 1 whether the user exist or not since result of 1=1 would always 1 whether user ‘Nousheen’ exist or not. This is the simple technique and we can easily deduce that there could be many techniques for this sort of authentication.
The problem may extend when some sort of vulnerabilities even when provide checks on input. For example some web sites do not allow use of quotation but SQLIA still possible with the use of numeric expressions. The core of the problem is that input is taken as isolated lexical entities.

1.8 Consequences of SQL injection attacks

SQLIA is one of the most prominent threats to web applications and gained much attention over the few years. SQLIA allow the attackers to have access to the database is the main reasons for using this SQLIA technique. Database is the hub of information resource for any organization and can affect much more than any other resource. Database usually contains sensitive information that can be exploited by the attacker for many reasons. Every SQLIA has intentions after being successful. This intention is the goal of the attack. The most intended intentions of the SQLIA are retrieving data, uploading files, retrieving database schemas etc.

The typical intentions of the SQLIA are:

1. In order to perform database finger printing. Fingerprint information are the information about type and version of database. Every successful SQLIA attack must know about certain information in the form of version of SQL language used. Different data base management system use different version of SQL language. Few example Oracle use PL/SQL and MS SQL Server use T-SQL.
2. Run a command to get all the information about user and password
3. In order to determine the database schema. A database schema is the structure of the database with name of fields, tables and logical relationships. In order to load a successful subsequent attack these information are very crucial.
4. In order to extract and modify data. This is the core aim of the SQLIA and most abundant and common types of attacks.
5. In order to shut down database, locking or dropping certain tables in the database. Result into DoS.
6. Certain attacks also aim to evading attacks in order to avoid system detection technique.
7. Files upload in order to replace existing files or files with wrong information
8. In order to bypass authentication and to gain status of a privileged user.
   Authentication is the mechanism to allow access to the information to only legitimate users. Matching user name and password is the most common authentication mechanism in web applications. With the help of SQLIA the attacker want to have access to the database in the form of un authorized user.
9. In order to execute certain types of remote commands. Remote commands are used to run arbitrary program on the server that can assist the attacker for subsequent attacks or to archive other purpose.
10. Using through look up and retrieve IP addresses to attack them.
11. Interacting with underlying operating system
12. Online shop lifting for example changing the price of items
13. Changing the account balance in the debit, credit or online account
Most of the attacks (about 90%) are related to financial loss but in the long run most damage is on the repute of the organizations. According to a survey about 60% of customer stop using services after a security breach into the organization.

1.9 Most common vulnerabilities for SQLIA

The most common type of vulnerabilities for SQLIA attacks are “insufficient input validations”, existence of “privileged accounts” and “extra functionalities”. Input validation is the technique to filter user input to prevent malicious attempt from users. Improper or weak authentication mechanism of user and password matching on the log in page is the most common initiation of SQLIA. When user input is allowed without proper verification the attacker is free to execute code for his/her malicious intents. Attacker usually exploits the weak or improper input authentication to induct malicious code to get desired results for malicious intents.

Database also allows certain accounts with empowered privileges to make changes in the database extensions or evens into the intention of the database. These privileged accounts are also fertile source for the SQLIA once the attacker gets this information. With the access of the privilege account like administrator account empower the attacker to perform any transactions.

Extra functionality in the modern DBMS also helps or empowers the attacker to exploits the sources for his malicious intents. For example xp_cmdshell is used to
execute certain operating system commands but it may empower the attacker to gain access to the operating system.

1.10 SQL Injection Techniques

1.10.1 Tautology Attacks

Tautology attacks aim to insert malicious code with the conditional statements to order to make their evaluation always to true. The consequences of this attack vary to certain extent and totally depend upon the intention of the attacker. The most common intent is to bypass the authentication process and to extract data for the intended data. The inject-able field is exploited that is used in WHERE clause of the query. The transformation of all the conditions into tautology, results into return of all the rows of the intended table.

In order to be successful for the tautology based attack. Attacker must have some know how about injectable or vulnerable parameters and up to some extent the coding constructs that evaluate the query and return results. Tautology based attacks considered successful when all the results are displayed by the code or at least one record that allow some other actions. The example explained in the SQLIA process the query generated response to malicious user input is;

```
SELECT * FROM tbl_users WHERE username = 'Nousheen' OR '1'=1 AND password='whatever'
```
Malicious user submits the \[1=1 \--\] with the user name. – causes the impact of remaining query ignored. This code change WHERE clause into a tautology results into true for each row and return the entire row of table.

1.10.2 Union Attack

In this technique safe query is joined with injected query with the keyword UNION in order to get data from other tables. In this sort of technique a vulnerable parameters is used to return the result from other tables.

In this sort of attack the attacker try to get result from the tables different from the table specified by the developer. Using syntax Union SELECT <injected query> with a legitimate query helps to retrieve results from other tables in contrast to table specified by the developer. With this sort of query the result returned from the first query and result from the second part of the query is returned to the attacker. As the illegitimate part of the query is in complete control of the attacker he or she can access the data from any table. A simple use of UNION is shown in the next query. For example if the user insert the fallowing query into the login field ;

\[
[\text{`UNION SELECT pwd FROM user-info WHERE id=`abc AND pwd=``}]
\]

It would join with the original query and the resultant query generated in response to this query is shown in the small table.
In this query there would no result returned from the first query but the second query return the password from the user_info table for the abc user.

### 1.10.3 Logically Incorrect query Attack

This type of attack used to get information about the structure of database. This sort of attack help to get basic type of information that can be used for subsequent attacks. Information returned by the server in response to an error is used for making other attacks. The error page returned by the server contains information that can be exploited by inject able parameters. In this technique attacker tries to generate syntax, logical or type conversion information. Syntax errors are used to gain information about inject able parameters. Type conversions errors help to gain information about data type and logical errors help to gain information about the tables and fields.

### 1.10.4 Piggybacked Query

In this technique illegal queries joined with legitimate query with the help of certain delimiters like “;,” “,” etc. Additional queries injected into original query. In this case injected queries piggy backed on the original query. In case of successful attack database execute multiple illegitimate queries after the legitimate one. In this sort of technique database receive multiple queries. Legitimate query execute in a
normal fashion whereas inserted query can prove to be very harmful as any SQL command can be executed including the table drop and deleted as well insert of new data. For example if the user insert fallowing input into the password field “[’: drop table users - -] the query generated in response to this is shown here.

```
SELECT * FROM USERS WHERE id='Nousheen' AND pwd=''; DROP TABLE users --'
```

After executing the first query the second query would be executed in response to the input. In response to second query the user table may drop result into loss of information. This could hit the organization in a severe manner.

1.10.5 Alternate Encoding

Illegitimate queries injected by changing the coding schema in the form of Unicode, ASCII or hexadecimal format. Using encoding for the queries the injected code can bypass the filter or scanner used to test the legitimacy of the query. For example attacker can use char (44) which is the code for quote that may be the bad character for the scanner.

1.10.6 Inference

In this types of technique the attacker try to change the behavior of the database. Build injection and timing attack are based on inference principle. In blind injection the attacker uses series of true and false questions from the database. When
developers hide the errors details the SQLIA become difficult but not impossible. Blind injection techniques are used in this sort of scenarios. In timing attack response delays from the database observed in order to inject queries.

1.10.7 Stored Procedures

Stored procedures are used to add another layer of abstraction. Depending upon the logic of executing the stored procedure SQLIA can be used in different ways.

1.11 Problem statement

From the introduction we can easily infer that SQLIA is one of the most profound web security issues and it tends to rise with the increase in data driven web based application over the Internet. Due to easy access of the web and potential of database access SQLIA rate tends to rise from 2000 to till dates. Though different solutions proposed with time but many suffered with performance issues or require a lot of changes.

There is a need to make the web application more secure so that increasing number of organization that opts for web application feel secure. In recent years research work focused on the issue with the emergence of new defense techniques and solutions. On the contrary the SQLIA techniques also tend to more sophisticated
resulting into still an issue. Keeping in view of importance of the subject we try to investigate and answers falling research questions;

RQ.1. What is the severity level of SQLIA in web security?

RQ.2. What are the SQLIA techniques employed by the attackers and what are the existing defense mechanism?

RQ.3. How proposed solution work against different techniques of SQLIA?

RQ.4. Up to what extent the proposed solution effective as compared to existing solutions?

RQ.5. What is the performance overhead associated with the proposed solution?

1.12 Organization of study

I divided this work into seven chapters starting with introduction. The first chapter introduction set the foundation of study with basics about security issues in general and SQL injections in particularly. Introduction chapter also describe the motivation behind this work, scope of the study, significance and problem statement.

The second chapter named “literature review” includes the previous work in the domain to streamline our direction and pave our way in right direction.
The third chapter named “Research methodology” sets our research basics pillars. It describe the methods used for research and data interpretations method.

The fourth chapter “Review of existing solutions” includes the short review of existing solutions and associated problems.

The fifth chapter named “Proposed solution” is the bread and butter of our study. It discusses the proposed solution in details.

The sixth chapter named “Evaluation” deals with the performance and accuracy evaluation of the proposed solution. Proposed solution after implanting evaluated against different criteria’s for efficiency and accuracy.

The seventh and last chapter named as “Conclusions and future work” concludes our findings and also recommends future work in these lines.

This chapter deals with schema for our research and study. We want to use a comprehensive literature review and experiments for our research. This chapter would include the source of literature review and experiment design for the research, the tools used and analysis basis for our study.

1.13 Research methodology

This study would base on extensive literature review and experiment. We would start with a preliminary literature review to have insight into the problem in
order to clearly understand the problem domain and its available solution. Literature review would be an ongoing activity throughout the research period in order to support our findings and to pave our way in the right direction.

Literature for our study would be selected against strict criteria regarding the relevancy to the problem being studies and from reliable source in shape of world renowned journals like ACM, DOAG, Science direct and IEEE journals with high impact factors. Most of the selected articles and research paper would be in the range of last five years publications. Relevancy to the subject is would be yardstick that guides our search and selection of articles for literature review.

Figure 17: Work flow

In order to evaluate the proposed solution we take help from experimentation of the proposed solution against different criteria in term of time taken, no of SQLIA detected and blocked and types of SQLIA detected and blocked.
In order to implement the solution experiments also part of the work with widely deployed tools like SQL server, ASP and HTML pages.

1.13.1 Tool used

I would run simulator on windows 7 environment with visual studio version 10.

1. Microsoft Windows 8
2. Visual Studio version 2012
3. .Net Framework version 3.5
4. MS SQL Server
5. ASP.Net

In order to evaluate the propose solution we would use following parameters

1. Efficiency in term of time taken to detect and block SQLIA
2. No of SQLIA detected and blocked
3. Types of SQLIA detected and blocked
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Introduction

Literature review would be essential part of our study. It set the foundation of our work to have deep insight into the subject matter. The major source of publication would be science direct, DOAG, IEEE explore and ACM library.

This section of study contains literature review in order to have deep insight into the problem and issue related to our work. This section provides a foundation for our study by providing deep knowledge about the problem domain. In order to meet objectives of the study a reviewed number of article selected against the criteria mentioned in the research methodology. I tried to concentrate more on article from journal like ACM, IEEE etc.

W.G. Halfond et al [7] [8] [9] [10] contributed a lot in the field of SQL injection. They review different SQLIA techniques and also analyze different defense techniques with strength and weakness of each technique. They proposed a model based technique to detect and prevent SQLIA on web. Their technique named as AMNESIA use both static and dynamic analysis and also evaluate their proposed solution.
XuePing-Chen [11] discuss the SQLIA attack process and its implementation. The author suggests the use of strong authentications and coding technique in order to avoid SQLIA.

M. Bravenboer et al. [12] present a natural style code that resist injections. This technique embeds the SQL into java in order to generate automatic code. This is a generic technique as host and guest language can be combined in an easy way.

T. M. Chen and J. F. Buford [13] [14] exploits the application layer to create “honeypot” in order to gain insight about different types of SQLIA. This “honeypot” help to prevent the attacker to have access to the database or operating system. This technique emulates the common defense technique against the SQLIA.

A. Ciampa et al. [15] present an approach and a tool named “V1p3R ("viper")” that test the web applications for SQLIA injections. The proposed approach relies on pattern matching and output produced by the test.

D. Das et al. [16] classify different types of SQLIA techniques employed and on the type and extent of different types of vulnerabilities by different SQLIA.

M. Ficco et al. [17] propose a systematic technique based on the anomaly model. This technique combines different techniques to get data from different sources.
W. G. J. Halfond et al. [9] Proposed a model based technique to detect and prevent SQLIA on web. Their technique named as AMNESIA use both static and dynamic analysis and also evaluate their proposed solution.

Sangita Roy et al. [18] suggest a new technique that use filter to check SQLIA. In this approach URL filter used to validate the user inputs. This technique used java serve lets for the filters and is claimed to be more efficient and scalable.

Xiang Fu and Kai Qian [19] present evaluation of a toolset called “SAFELI” in order to detect vulnerabilities in SQL injection. Their technique use static analysis with the help of symbolic instruction in order to detect security vulnerabilities.

Z. Jan et al. [20] present a technique based on use of parameterized cursor that help to detect and prevent SQLIA. This approach can be used in any database.

M. Junjin [21] Proposed an approach detect the input vulnerabilities with the help of analysis, and runtime testing. This is implemented in SQLInjectionGen.

K. Kemalis and T. Tzouramanis [22] propose a new approach that use syntax of the query. Proposed technique is effective against all types of attack along with no need to make change in the source code.

M. Kian et al. [23] proposed a anomaly based technique in which HTTP request character distribution used to detect novel SQLIA attacks.
Kieyzun et al. [24] propose “ARDILLA” named technique for PHP. This technique use the input mutation and dynamic taint programming in order to find the any problem in input that can cause SQLIA. ANDRILLA can effectively detect the aging based attacks.

N. Lambert and K. S. Lin [25] proposed a technique named based on query tokenization with the help of query parse method. In this approach array of the tokens of the query are compared for same size in order to detect the injection attack.

Prithvi Bisht and Pal Singh [26] present a technique that based on automatic change in the code and use PREPARE statement. Their proposed approach works well with legacy applications against the SQLIA.

J. C. Lin et al. [27] propose SQL proxy based blocker technique to prevent SQLIA known as (SQLProb). This technique dynamically detects and extracts the inputs for any undesirable input sequence. This technique proved to prevent all types of SQL injection attacks.

M. Monga et al. [28] present PHan or PHP Hybrid Analyzer that use off line and online analyzer with the help of static and dynamic analysis.

Moosa, A. [29] propose a technique that is accurate and efficient in term of time usage. They present an approach known as keyword approach that has higher
accuracy and efficiency for testing the bad characters input into the input by a malicious user.

A. Razzaq [30] proposed a technique that can safeguard against the web attack at different layers. They claim that their proposed technique has low false positive rate. The proposed technique is capable of detection of different types of known and unknown vulnerabilities including the SQLIA. The technique is also efficient as it uses the control flow graph.

H. Shahriar and M. Zulkernine [31] present a testing technique for SQLIA that is mutation based. With the help of this technique test data is generated that can be used for revealing the SQLIA. The author proposed a mutation based SQL Injection vulnerability checking tool named as “MUSIC”. The proposed “MUSIC” technique automatically creates mutants for applications written in JSP that is used in subsequent analysis.

S. V. Shanmughaneethi et al. [32] proposed a methodology for detection SQLIA vulnerabilities. In order to validate the input the static structure of query is used. This technique uses parsing of the query in order to perform the static analysis.

S. T. Sun, K. Beznosov [33] review different types of SQLIA and also classify them on different basis. This study helps to have deep insight into the problem domain.
A. Tajpour and M. Shooshtari [6] [5] present a review of different types of approaches against the SQLIA and also evaluate the performance of different technique.

S. Thomas et al. [34] study present an algorithm for preventing the SQLIA vulnerabilities. Their proposed technique suggests an algorithm for prepared statement which is a static technique. The proposed techniques help to prevent to logical structure of the prepared statements.

Z. Zhang et al. [35] present technique named as “codeAuditor” based on tool “BLAST”. This technique use static analysis and model checking. This technique usefully checks the buffer overflow vulnerabilities in the web applications.

Prithvi Bisht, and Pal Singh [26] [36] suggest a technique that dynamically investigate the query for any threat. CANDID is the name of technique that they proposed in which queries are evaluated dynamically for being a input candidate. They also present a tool named “CANDID” that defends java application for SQLIA. This solution is implemented in JVM that do not require modification in the developer code.

Gregory T. and Buehrer et al. [37] in “Using Parse Tree Validation to Prevent SQL Injection Attacks” (2005) present SQL parse tree validation technique.
Zhendong Su and Gary Wassermann in “The Essence of Command Injection Attacks in Web Applications” (2006) present a technique to test and sanitize query. His proposed technique is known as SQLCHECK. SQLCHECK uses grammar to validate query. [38]

Stephen Thomas and Laurie Williams in an article named “Using Automated Fix Generation to Secure SQL Statements” (2007 IEEE) comprehensively discuss vulnerability replacement method against the SQLIA.

Ettore Merlo et al. in an article named “Automated Protection of PHP Applications against SQL-injection Attacks” (2007) present a method to automatically safeguards applications against the SQLIA. [34] Their proposed technique use static and dynamic analysis along with automatic code reengineering.

Ke Wei et al in “Preventing SQL Injection Attacks in Stored Procedures” present a new technique to prevent and detect SQLIA in stored procedures. Their proposed method use static code analysis and runtime checks to safeguard against the SQLIA. [39]

R. McClure et al. the SQL DOM technique [40] and W.R. Cook Safe Query Object [41] use encapsulation of queries in order to have a safe access to the database. This technique use query building process to prevent SQLIA. In fact these methods are code defense mechanism.
Atefeh Tajpour et al. [42] analyze different SQLIA detection and prevention techniques along with their evaluations. They also present an effective evaluation technique.

Wassermann and present a technique with the help of static analysis and automated reasoning in order to assure that input does not contain a tautology.

Huang et al. [43] specify white box scheme for errors relating to input validation. This approach is limited in its application as it assumes that important functions can be stated ahead of time that is not possible at all time.

Livshits and Lam [44] in their detect PQL language vulnerabilities using static analysis. Their proposed technique use PQL to generate vulnerability signature and from this vulnerability static analyzer is created. This technique can detect vulnerabilities in code. This technique can be used to improve the code by avoiding vulnerabilities. The proposed technique is limited in sense that it can only detect known vulnerabilities but not new one introduced.

A. Anchlia and S. Jain [45] in their article named “A novel injection aware approach for the testing of database applications” present a different approach to detect test the SQLIA in an application.

Anup Shakya and Dhiraj Aryal [3] presents excellent taxonomy of SQLIA technique to have a deep insight into the problem domain.
Halde and Jagdish present [46] another approach that is very effective for detection and blocking of different types of SQLIA.

Ficco M el al in [47] present a weightage based correlation approach to detect and block SQLIA.

O. Dieste [48] present different strategies for detection of different types of SQLIA that take advantages of different vulnerabilities in a web application.

Sarangi [49] presents a technique for blocking SQLIA in stored procedures that is very effective as well as efficient one.

S. Ali et al in [50] present authentication mechanism that works well against different SQLIA techniques.
CHAPTER 3: PROBLEM ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the basics of SQLIA, the basic techniques and defense techniques along with the proposed and existing solutions to the issue.

4.2 Status of SQLIA defense techniques

As we mentioned above the SQL injection has gained the attentions of researcher and different defense techniques emerged over the last few years and it his rate emerged to a large extent. The next figure depicts the story of increasing defense techniques emerged over the last few years and a rising trend is very obvious in the figure.

Figure 18: No of defense techniques emerged over the time [5]
These techniques use different detection principles. Out of the emerged techniques over that last few years thirteen percent use tainted data flow, thirteen percent anomaly based, twenty five use signature based and forty nine percent use grammar based technique. It is depicted in next figure.

Figure 19: % age of detection principle used [5]

In the next figure we show the emergence of detection principles over the year. In figure it is clearly evident that grammar based approach are used in a dominant way and next are signature based with tainted data flow and anomaly based are used at equal rates.
Different detection techniques also use analysis methods. The next figure shows the use of different analysis methods over the last few years. The mostly used analysis method is the dynamic analysis and least used analysis method is white box testing. Hybrid method is at second number in the analysis method used in different techniques developed over the last few years.
It is very interesting to observe that use of analysis method used over time is very different as shown in the next figure.

Figure 21: percentage of analysis methods used

Figure 22: Analysis methods used over the time
4.3 SQLIA detection and prevention tools and techniques analysis

4.3.1 Abstracting Application-Level Web Security

In this technique authors proposed structural techniques for the web developers to implement security policies for web applications. Authors believe that these techniques help to protect several types of web attacks. Their proposed techniques based on three components including the Security policy description language (SPDL), policy compilers, and security gateways. Application validation rules are defined in SPDL where transformation rule decide what have to do when a malicious attack performed on the attack. Policy compilers transform the rule into code. Whereas security gateways between the client and server acts as firewall to implement the specific security policy. [52]

4.3.2 Web Application Security Assessment by Fault Injection and Behavior Monitoring

This technique works well for SQLIA as well as for XSS attacks. It detects web vulnerabilities with the help of web crawlers. It also uses different types of attacks technique as use machine learning approach to defend against these attacks. It uses machine learning approach therefore considered as best than other techniques. It is implemented into WAVES (Wave Application Vulnerability and Error Scanner) tool by the author. [53]
4.3.3 An Automated Universal Server Level Solution for SQL Injection

**Security Flaw**

This technique is used to safeguard the web server against the SQL injection techniques. Author claimed that this technique can be used to protect any type of web server from SQLIA. AUSELSQI intercept the HTTP messages for any malicious or suspicious contents and rejects the malicious contents. It is implemented this technique on an ISAPI filter on IIS web server where it can also act as firewall. [1]

4.3.4 SQLRand: Preventing SQL Injection Attacks

In this technique the author applies the randomization of instructions set of SQL language. SQL statements are tried to change with the help of a random number that make it very difficult for the attacker to predict the syntax of SQL. This technique known as SQLRand implemented using a proxy that sit between the server and client that translate back the randomized SQL statements to actual code. When a malicious user make an attempt the proxy would reject the queries as it would not be recognized by him. [54]

4.3.5 JDBC Checker: A Static Analysis Tool for SQL/JDBC Applications

In this technique named as JDBC checker is used that checks the completeness of the dynamic built query and identifies any problem with the dynamic generated query for java web application. This technique is use context free language for semantic checking of the SQL queries. [55]
4.3.5 Securing Web Application Code by Static analysis and Runtime Protection

This technique uses the information flow analysis in order to detect any input validation types vulnerabilities. It also uses static flow for taint flow. Main drawback of this technique is that it assumes that ample preconditions for suspicious inputs can be articulated.

This technique implemented in WebSSARI (Web application Security by Static analysis and Runtime Inspection) tool. [43]

4.3.6 An Analysis Framework for Security in Web Applications

This technique use static analysis that determine the SQL queries as finite automata and then checks the finite automata for security problems. [38]

4.3.7 Using Parse Tree Validation to Prevent SQL Injection Attacks

This technique uses the parsing of SQL query and compares it with the expected query for possible malicious inputs. This query checking is performed in a dynamic fashion with the help of a model query that is used for comparison at runtime. Queries are compared both before and after input. Author has implemented this technique in Java. [37]

4.3.8 SQL Injection Protection by Variable Normalization of SQL Statement
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In this technique normalization of variables used to safeguard the web application against the SQLIA. Creators have proposed the variable standardization strategy to ensure web provision against SQL infusion assaults. Initially, the system use virtual database connectivity to concentrate essential structure of SQL. Furthermore, this data is used to check the legitimacy of SQL statements. In the event that the SQL is diverse, it will be blocked.

The idea of this system is to utilize variable standardization to change the variables and protect the structure of the SQL statements. Despite the fact that client supplied variables (which essentially contrast assuredly) are utilized to develop SQL explanation yet the fundamental structure of SQL remains same and if the supplied variables are noxious, it will change the structure of SQL statements and we will ready to discover it. [56]

4.3.9 Dynamic Taint Propagation for Java

In this technique the user inputs are tagged and tracked in a dynamic manner. Unreliable user input is tainted. This technique has advantages that it does not require modification in the source code. This is implemented in JVM in order to taint the suspicious user inputs and tracks these inputs for life time. This technique use source, propagation and sink and use the heuristic approach to taint the unreliable user input. [57]
4.3.9 AMNESIA: Analysis and Monitoring for Neutralizing SQL Injection Attacks

Author proposed AMNESI technique that is based on dynamic and static analysis that safeguards various types of web servers. In this technique the vulnerable portion of page are identified known as hotspot. This technique based on four steps. In the very first step the application is analyzed for hot spots. In the next part all the dynamic generated compared with the legitimate queries that are created with the static part. This technique also does not require modification in the code. This techniques shown good results for efficient and effectiveness. [9]

4.3.10 Finding Security Vulnerabilities in Java Applications with Static Analysis

In this technique static analysis tool is used for various types of web vulnerabilities detection. This technique use PQL (Program Query Language) that resembles with java. Main use of this technique is to taint the susceptible user inputs. [44]

4.3.11 Finding Application Errors and Security Flaws Using PQL: a Program Query Language

This technique use PQL (Program Query Language) that is a run time check for the web application security. This technique is effective against the SQLIA, XSS and path vulnerabilities. This technique taints and sanitizes the strings rather that the
characters in the user input. This technique has certain drawback as it is poor in defense against the numeric field injections and identification of all tainted input and its propagation is a difficult. [58]

4.3.12 SQL DOM: Compile Time Checking of Dynamic SQL Statements

SQLDOM technique enforces the use of strongly type’s database. This technique use API to enforce or implement the technique. It is implemented in C and dot Net framework. In this technique abstract object model and Sqldomgen is used. Abstract object model is used to generate legal query at run time whereas Sqldomgen is used for API. This technique is known as SQL DOM (SQL Domain Object Model). [40]

4.3.13 A Learning-Based Approach to the Detection of SQL Attacks

This is anomaly based technique that considered anomalous behaviors of the database as attack to the system. This technique uses different model to taint the query that can create the anomaly in the system. [59]

4.3.14 Pixy: A Static Analysis Tool for Detecting Web Application Vulnerabilities

It is a static analysis technique that can detect SQLIA and XSS automatically. It use data flow analysis for taint analysis. In order to enhance the correctness and
precision literal and alias analysis is also used. This technique is implemented in pixy tool that is open source tool that only target XSS. [60]

4.3.15 SecuBat: A Web Vulnerability Scanner

Author developed a scanner named as “SecuBat” that use white box testing for identification of possible vulnerabilities. This technique relies on three components named crawling, attack and analysis components. This technique is implemented in C and MS SQL server database. [61]

4.3.16 Automatic Revised Tool for Anti-Malicious Injection

Writer believes that input validations are the main source of vulnerabilities for SQL and XSS attacks. This technique first checks for threats input areas in the HTML form, cookies etc. This technique then generates automatic validation technique. This technique based on four components named as spider, analyzer, function producer and tester. [62]

4.3.17 Eliminating SQL Injection Attacks – A Transparent Defense Mechanism

This technique use validation and run time checks to safeguard the application against different types of attacks. This technique has advantage that it can be merged with existing application and also do not require any modification in source code.
This technique relies on string analysis for static analysis and builds the SQL
graph. At the run time checks the input is validated against the SQL graph built at the
static analysis phase. [63]

4.3.18 Defending Against Injection Attacks through Context-Sensitive String
Evaluation

The technique named as Context-Sensitive String Evaluation (CSSE) use
metadata information and context sensitive string evaluation function. This technique
also does not require source code modification and programmer attention. This
technique is implemented in PHP and use context sensitive. [64]

4.3.19 D-WAV: A Web Application Vulnerabilities Detection Tool using
Characteristics of Web Forms

This method is a automated testing methodology which detect web
vulnerabilities, for example, SQLIA and XSS. It gets a target web structure with the
assistance of given URL. It makes test suites which consider the confidence of each
one test with evaluation. At last, these test suites are executed and comparing in order
to make conclusion for HTML code investigations. A Web Application
Vulnerabilities Detection Knowledge Repository is utilized to figure out if the
vulnerabilities exist or not. This technique implemented into D-WAV. [65]

4.3.20 X-LOG Authentication Technique to Prevent SQL Injection Attacks
In these technique three filtrations schemas are used named as vulnerability guards, X Log authentication and stored procedures used. This technique is used against many types of attackers for effectiveness and efficiency and proved to be an excellent one. [66]

4.3.21 The Essence of Command Injection Attacks in Web Applications

SQLCHECK is a technique to safeguard against the SQLIA. In the same article author also defined the SQLIA prevention technique. SQLCHECK technique based on context free grammar and query parse tree structure that is used to validate the user inputs. This technique is used to validate the syntax of dynamic generated query that is checked in a run time manner. This technique also uses the Meta data for be beginning and end of query.

4.3.22 Preventing SQL Injection Attacks in Stored Procedures

This technique uses the data base layer to safeguard the attacks whereas most of techniques discussed use application layer. This technique is used to safeguard the stored procedures against the SQLIA. This technique relies on static analysis and run time checks. One major advantage of this technique is that it can be used automatically. [39]

4.3.23 Swaddler: An Approach for the Anomaly based Detection of State Violations in Web Applications
This technique also uses to protect stored procedures against the SQLIA named as “Swaddler”. This technique also uses static analysis and run time checks of validations. This technique parse the SQL query and compares the user input query with the original SQL query to identify any problem with the input query. [67]

4.3.23 SMask: Preventing Injection Attacks in Web Applications by Approximating Automatic Data/Code Separation

SMask is a technique that used for detection of SQLIA and XSS. This technique use string masking for syntactical analysis for differentiating the legal query and malicious one. This technique use pre and post processor for query validation. [68]

4.3.24 Sania: Syntactic and Semantic Analysis for Automated Testing against SQL Injection

This is a novel technique that tries to identify the possible vulnerabilities for SQLIA at development and testing phase. This technique use syntactic and semantics of the queries for possible detection of vulnerability for SQLIA attack. This technique identifies the point where malicious user can exploit for SQLIA. This technique implemented in a tool named “sania”. [69]
4.3.25 Automated Protection of PHP Applications against SQL-injection Attacks

This technique based on static and dynamic analysis for identification of SQLIA in a PHP code. This technique also relies on code reengineering to protect legacy applications. This technique tested in phpBB (PHP Bulletin board) and produced amazing results. [70]

4.3.26 Using Automated Fix Generation to Secure SQL Statements

This technique automatically eliminates the SQLIA vulnerabilities from the java code. This technique uses the prepared statement and change the vulnerable part of the query to the prepared statement. Programmer can change the vulnerable part of the code with the automatic generated code. [71]

4.3.27 A Method for Detecting Code Security Vulnerability based on Variables Tracking with Validated-tree

This technique analyzes the code for possible vulnerabilities. It uses the parse tree for validation of variables used in program script. This technique considers the manipulation of the variables from the input. On the basis of variables manipulations the final report is prepared for possible vulnerabilities. This technique is implemented in a tool named “Software Code Vulnerabilities of SQL Injection Detector (CVSID)” [72]
4.3.28 Evaluation of Anomaly Based Character Distribution Models in the Detection of SQL Injection Attacks

In this technique HTTP requests are checked for any anomaly that may be source of threat. This technique also detects and handles unknown SQLIA techniques. This technique parses the HTTP request in order to identify any threat. This technique also does not require change in source code. Author also presented two characters distribution model named as FCD (Frequency Character Distribution) and SCC (Same Character Comparison). [23]

4.3.29 Automated Fix Generator for SQL Injection Attacks

This technique automatically detects and eliminates the SQLIA in order to change the vulnerable queries into safe one. This technique also uses the prepared statements to detect and fix sql queries that can exploit the validation related vulnerabilities. [73]

4.3.30 SAFELI: SQL Injection Scanner Using Symbolic Execution

SAFELI is tool that detects the possible vulnerabilities into a code. SAFELI stands for 'Static Analysis Framework for discovering SQL Injection vulnerabilities’. This tool analyzes the byte code of java application and use static analysis for any possible vulnerability. This tool also use string solver for identification of possible attack. [19]
4.3.31 WASP: Protecting Web Applications Using Positive Tainting and Syntax-Aware Evaluation

This technique safeguards the web application against the SQLIA using the positive tainting. It tracks the data for being trusted or not. At the next phase it use dynamic tainting for trusted only trusted data and only pass the trusted data for further processing. This technique also performs static analysis of the syntax of the query for possible vulnerabilities. It is implemented in in WASP (Web Application SQL-injection Preventer). [8]

4.3.32 SQL-IDS: A Specification-based Approach for SQL-Injection Detection

This technique use specification for detection of SQLIA vulnerabilities. It checks the SQL statements that could breach the security. This technique uses the specification for identification of vulnerabilities in developer’s specified queries. This technique also use a filter that process the queries between server and web application for possible problem with query generated in response to user input. This is independent of any DBMS and also do not require modification in source code. This technique is implemented in a tool named “SQL-IDS (SQL Injection Detection System)”. This tool monitors the traffic in java applications. [22]

4.3.33 MUSIC: Mutation-based SQL Injection Vulnerability Checking
This is mutation based approach in which nine operators capable of SQLIA are identified. These operators are also capable of change in the source code of the application. This approach use mutants to create test cases to reveal more and more SQLIA. This technique is implemented in a tool named as “MUSIC” that detects SQLIA in JSP applications. [31]

4.3.34 Design Considerations for a Honeypot for SQL Injection Attacks

This technique does not defend SQLIA rather attract for SQLIA in order to have maximum knowledge about the technique employed are developed over time. This is an application layer technique where honey pot is created that attracts the attackers. The major aim of this technique is to track the attacker and safeguard the operating system that attacker does not propagate to the operating system or strong defense technique can be developed in response to this attack. [13]

4.3.35 A Weight-Based Symptom Correlation Approach to SQL Injection Attacks

This approach works at different layer especially network and application layer. In this technique several different anomaly detection techniques are used and data from various sources are used for different types of information. In case of any anomaly detection an error is raised that inform the system about any possible vulnerability. [17]
4.3.36 SQLProb: A Proxy-based Architecture towards Preventing SQL Injection Attacks

This technique named as “SQLprob” is proxy based approach in which prevents SQL attack. This technique also does not require changes in source code. Another advantage of this approach is that it is independent of any programming language and can be applied in any existing suit. [74] This technique based on following four components as;

1. The Query Collector:
2. The User Input Extractor
3. The Parse Tree Generator
4. The User Input validator

4.3.37 shielding against SQL Injection Attacks using ADMIRE Model

Author proposed ADMIRE model for detection and prevention of SQLIA. ADMIRE model is a step wise approach that shield the database against the attacks. The six steps of ADMIRE model are;

1. Analyze the security objectives
2. Divide the application
3. Mark the vulnerabilities
4. Identify the threats
5. Rank the threat

6. Eliminate the threat

In order to identify the vulnerabilities in the code Microsoft STRIDE model is used in this approach. In order to categorize the risk Microsoft DREAD (Damage Potential, Reproducibility, Exploit-ability, Affected Users and Discover-ability) model is used. This approach helps to developer to understand the threats and develop a strategy to combat against it. [75]

4.3.38 SBSQLID: Securing Web Applications with Service Based SQL Injection Detection

This technique detects SQLIA vulnerabilities based on the service based approach. This approach also considers the syntactic structure of the query and validations based vulnerabilities for user inputs. This technique comprises of input validation, query analyzer and error services. This technique also based on the syntax and semantics checks of the query. [32]

4.3.39 CANDID: Dynamic Candidate Evaluations for Automatic Prevention of SQL Injection Attacks

This technique use dynamically infers programmer SQL query structure for actual query. This technique makes sample inputs known as candidate inputs and compares it with actual inputs. Then benign and actual queries are compared for
malicious contents. In this manner actual queries rejected if it contains malicious contents. This technique is implemented in tool known as “CANDID”. [36]

4.3.40 TAPS: Automatically Preparing Safe SQL Queries

In this technique the queries are changed to reliable queries using prepared statements. This technique believes that with using of prepared statements chances of SQLIA drops to significant amount. This technique is implemented in a tool named as TAPS, Tool for Automatically Preparing SQL queries. TAPS tool would change the vulnerable queries into safe prepared statements that safeguards against the SQLIA. [76]

4.3.41 A Heuristic-based Approach for Detecting SQL-injection Vulnerabilities in Web Applications

This technique implements a tool names “viper” for testing web applications. This technique uses pattern matching for valid input from the user. It requires extensive knowledge base that can inspect the generation of sql queries. This tool based on four components named as information gathering, input parameters identification, attack generation and reporting of results. [77]

4.3.42 Artificial Neural Network based Web Application Firewall for SQL Injection
This is application layer technique that acts as firewall based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This technique use training of the character recognition that can learn automatically. This technique trains the ANN for use in web application. Two filtering technique keyword based and characters based are used in this technique. This technique is implemented in ANNWAF. [78]
CHAPTER 5: PROPOSED SOLUTION

5.1 Introduction

We proposed a model that is RAT (Request Receiver, Analyzer and Tester) is a model based approach that does not require change in source code. It has certain advantages over the previous develop techniques and model that it can be implemented in any language on any sort of platform. It also has advantaged that it can be used for any sort of database.

5.2 Request Receiver, Analyzer and Tester model (RAT)

Proposed approach RAT (Request Receiver, Analyzer and Tester) will perform the following steps:
5.2.1 Request Receiver

User can connect to the site from anywhere in the inter cloud. Whenever a user requests a page its request is received and analyzed in RAT. The RAT first mark the pages contained in the site. If request is for the pages on which vulnerability are
marked then they are passed to Analyzer. The pages that are having no server side script or possible attack involve are pass to storage tier and request details are provided to Tester.

5.2.2 Analyzer

The task of the analyzer is to filter the A pages from A’ pages. If page is A then combination of all such passes on which SQLIA is possible can be represented as

\[ A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i = A_1 + A_2 + A_3 \cdots A_n \]

Similarly, the pages on which no server side scripting is involve and client can only see those pages can be considered as A’

\[ A' = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A'_i = A'_1 + A'_2 + A'_3 \cdots A'n \]

If the client requests for a page that can result for attack then this request is filter by Analyzer, and Analyzer checks the possible attack by the help of its knowledge base. Here knowledge base is updated as schedule task or on the request of administrator. The updating includes adding of new rules to the knowledge base for checking attacks. It also keeps track of requests that were made by user for pages having server side scripts. This tracking is also recorded in the knowledge base if it is
from a suspicious client. The Knowledge Base contains rules that can be represented as

\[ R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} r' i = r1 + r2 + r3 \cdots rn \]

5.2.3 Tester

When request details are provided to Tester, it waits for the results from the storage tier, and on receiving it compares that response with expected response by using its knowledge base. If the response is unexpected then it will be a possible attack. In such case the knowledge base is updated and request of the client is stopped.

If a user’s request is allowed by the analyzer, then it creates a storage checkpoint first and then passes to the tester. Meanwhile the request was passed to the storage tier. The tester will test result received from the response and the expected response from the inputs of the users. If the response from the storage tier and expected was matched then result is given to user at presentation tier else the changes made by that request is brought back to its original position in storage tier.
5.3 Algorithm of RAT

Figure 24: RAT algorithm

function Receiver()
input(page)
inout(requestDetail)
MarkResponse = mark(page)
if MarkResponse contains vulnerability then
Analyzer(page)
else if MarkResponse contains (no server side or possible attack) then
store(page)
Tester(requestDetail)
end if
end function

function Analyzer(Page)
if page is A then
represent all combinations
end function

function Tester(requestDetail)
reply = checkInStore(requestDetail)
if reply is unexpected then
updateKS(requestDetail)
return false
end if
return true
end function

function updateKS(requestDetail)
'Code to update Knowledge Base
'KS can be created easily in prolog
end function

function store(page)
'Code to store page
end function

function checkInStore(requestDetail)
'Code to check request detail and return response from Knowledge base
end function
5.4 Implementation

By using language like PHP or ASP.NET, we make different classes comprising of rules/functions for validating queries that cause vulnerabilities to occur. First detection of queries is done by storing them in a variable and check is made by defining a function that is applied for testing variable and depending on condition either true or false value is returned to detect the anomalous query causing attack. After that prevention is made for recovery.

The collection of classes will be our knowledge base which will provide the injection information for possible attacks.

Figure 25: Home page of RAT implementation
Figure 26: Receivers page for evaluation of the model

Figure 27: Analysis result
The proposed solution has one advantage that any sort of analysis tool can be configured and new SQLIA techniques can be added by administrated.

5.5 Characteristics of proposed solution

Major characteristics of proposed model are listed below.

1. This technique requires nominal change in source code.
2. Proposed solution can be implemented for any sort of programming language any platform.
3. Proposed solution works for all types of database. It works independent of database.
4. This technique also allow administrator o add rules against new as well as existing SQLIA techniques.

5. This technique also proposed a learning approach about the SQLIA techniques as it maintains a knowledge base about different techniques.

6. This technique shows effectiveness against many types of SQLIA and has the capability to have high coverage.

7. Different analysis tools can be configured depending upon the application requirements.

8. Other tools of SQLIA detection tools can be configured with the model for analysis and test.

9. This technique also has shown good results for overhead performance and efficiency in term of time and other resources usage.

5.6 Limitation

Proposed model implemented for ASP Dot net application using MS source code analyzer tool for possible SQLIA vulnerabilities in code. This tool has to identify the page that contains the server side script and possible vulnerabilities. Overall performance coverage of the whole system depends upon the performance of the tool. In future it is proposed that different types of analysis tools can be configured for the application.
For some application that require high response rate may feel performance issue due to extra overhead of analysis and testing. This side of model needs to be improved with the help of implementation tool to minimize the time.

We personally feel that knowledge base should be updated using sophisticated machine learning approach about SQLIA. Heuristics and machine learning approach would enhance the applicability of the proposed solution.
CHAPTER 6: EVALUATION

6.1 Introduction

This chapter intends to test the proposed solution against different parameters. The most important is coverage of proposed solution against different types of attacks or effective detection and prevention against different types of attacks. We compare the effectiveness against different tool. Effectiveness of the proposed solution is determined by:

1. No of attacks detected
2. No of attacks blocked or prevented
3. No of types of attacks detected
4. No of types of attacks prevented
5. No of database supported by proposed solution

Along with effectiveness it is also important that proposed solution put minimum overhead on application performance. The proposed solution is also evaluated against different parameters including the time taken to detect and block the SQLIA. Efficiency is measured in term of:

1. Average time taken to detect SQLIA
2. Average time taken to prevent SQLIA.
In order to evaluate the results following data set are used;

**Table 1: Evaluation data set**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>No of inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classifieds</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portals</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online shopping</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Directories</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University databases</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 29: No of attacks detected by different in evaluation period**
Figure 30: No of attack protected by different tools during evaluation period

Figure 31: Time taken for detection by different tools
Figure 32: Time taken by different tools to prevent SQLIA

![Bar chart showing time taken by different tools to prevent SQLIA](image)

Figure 33: Types of attacks detected by different tools

![Bar chart showing types of attacks detected by different tools](image)
Figure 34: Types of attacks blocked by different tools

Figure 35: No of database supported by different tools
These results shows that proposed solution is more effective against large number of attacks and more effective against variety of attacks in detection and prevention of SQLIA. The results are clear evident that this technique is more powerful to detect and block variety of attacks.

These results also evaluate the performance of different techniques in term of time overhead by different techniques imposed on the system. Our proposed system also take less time for detection and combat against different SQLIA as compared to others common available.
CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusion

With the emergence of world wide web most of the business activities shifted to web around the world. In the recent years with there is tremendous amount of transformations from desktop to web based applications. With the increase in web based applications due to potential of it there are certain threats also associated with the web application. Due to huge growth of web based applications there is also tremendous growth in web security issues.

SQL injection attack is one of the web security issues and has gained attention of the attackers due to access to database. With access of database SQLIA proves to be potential reward for the attacker, use and development of different SQLIA techniques emerged. SQLIA is one of the potential sources of web security vulnerabilities.

Due to potential of the risks associated with SQLIA, this issue has gained the attention of researcher over the last few years. Many efforts in their direction carried out result in emergence of different tools and techniques.

Though different tools and techniques proposed for the issue but many of them have problems as some require source code modification, some limited to certain database and some suffer with performance issues. We also proposed a model based
on receiver, analyzer and test model. This model is superior to previous proposed solution in term of handling of wide range of SQLIA techniques including new ones. This technique also works independent of database used and requires little modification in code.

The proposed solution has wide applicability against different types of SQLIA but also put little overhead over the client application. Proposed solution shown excellent results when evaluated for average time taken for each attack detection and blocking.

### 7.2 Future Work

This technique is implemented in ASP.Net with the help of MS SQLIA tool. This scheme needs to be implemented for other platforms especially that can work independent to platform.

The proposed solution use MS SQL analyzer for possible vulnerabilities detections and page marking. The tools need to improve in such a way that any sort of analyzer can be configured for analysis.

Knowledge base maintains the techniques and knowledge about different attacks. Knowledge base should be updated using different machine learning approaches.
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